Role of WAN Optimization Solutions in overcoming limitations of TCP performance in Ad-Hoc Networks
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ABSTRACT

Ad-hoc network refers to the local area network which is developed as soon as the various devices are connected to each other. This type of network degrades the performance of TCP or transmission control protocol which is the core element of internet protocol. The performance of TCP can be enhanced by using various optimization techniques. This paper focuses on the feasibility, advantages and disadvantages of making use of contemporary WAN optimization technologies to overcome the challenges of degrading the performance of TCP in Ad-Hoc Networks. Moreover, the paper will also highlight the significance of the use of Ad-hoc networks by end users in accessing various cloud based services.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc network refers to the local area network which is developed as soon as the various devices are connected to each other. This type of network does not rely on a base station; instead data packets are sent and received by individual network nodes [1]. However, this type of network affects the performance of TCP or transmission control protocol which is the core element for maintaining communication in a network. Basically, TCP manages the transmission of data packets between the computers and allows the exchange of data between two hosts. It also assures that data is received in the same pattern in which it is sent [1, 2]. Transmission control protocol is an essential part of the internet protocol, hence it is very important to monitor its performance.

However, the performance of Transmission Control Protocol is affected while using ad-hoc network. This happens because of various problems associated with the ad-hoc networks. One of the major problems is that the medium of radio is unforeseeable [3]. Moreover, many other issues such as node motilities and jamming of the network also affect the performance of TCP and also it appears to be a very tedious task to address and solve these issues. In addition, the performance of TCP is also affected quite negatively because of links break down that occur recurrently [3, 4]. As a consequence, it becomes very difficult for the TCP to successfully transfer data packets through its transmitters. Thus, the overall efficiency of transmission control protocol declines significantly.

The performance of TCP can be enhanced remarkably while using ad-hoc network through various optimizations [2]. One such optimization is WAN Optimization which helps in overcoming the limitations of TCP performance in ad-hoc Networks. WAN optimization solutions increase the overall efficiency of TCP with ad-hoc networks and it controls and manages the data traffic in such a way that all the data is delivered to the users quite swiftly [5]. It also ensures that the delivery of data to the users is secure and safe.

2 TCP PERFORMANCE IN AD-HOC NETWORKS

Ad-hoc networks are composed of static nodes and hence are complex distributed systems. The presence of static nodes allows this type of network to be dynamic and therefore it can organize itself freely. One more distinguishing feature of Ad-hoc networks is that there is no availability of base station facility which can support any type of communication [6, 7]. Moreover, the ways in which...
the various components of the network are integrated together also differ on the type of environment. Due to all of these features of the Ad-hoc network, the performance of the transmission control protocol also differs from its usual performance in this type of network [4]. To be more precise, the performance of TCP declines in this type of network. Lossy channels, non-symmetric paths, hidden and exposed stations, power constraints and route failures are some of the major issues that TCP faces in Ad-hoc networks.

Furthermore, it becomes very tedious to deal with these problems when TCP is used with Ad-hoc networks. Although there are various methods and protocols that can be used to cop up with these problems, not all protocols yield fruitful results as each of the methods carries several other disadvantages with them [3]. Thus it becomes extremely important to pay due consideration to the selection of the best protocol in order to remove the limitations of the usage of TCP with Ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc networks are basically temporary networks that are designed for a special purpose and do not require any previous framework. So, if a proper technique is used for making TCP compatible with Ad-hoc networks, these networks can be used more commercially [7]. Because of the significance of Ad-hoc networks, various researches have been conducted to analyze the feasibility of TCP with Ad-hoc networks.

The basic objective behind the development of transmission control protocol or TCP is to ensure that all the users can receive data with sufficient reliability. However, the implementation of the TCP requires extensive require [1, 8]. This is because of the fact that when TCP was designed, it was the foremost assumption that this protocol would serve the wireless networks. If this assumption is neglected during the implementation of TCP, it can lead to erroneous performance and results [8]. Therefore, whenever TCP is used with Ad-hoc networks, the major problem is the obstruction control which arises because of the losses that are not prompted by the network itself. Moreover, all the TCPs that are used today are based on the basic assumption that these losses occur because of the obstruction [9]. It is due to the fact that in any type of network that is based on wired networking approach, the rates of bit error are very low.

In addition, the losses that cause the obstruction control arise because of the loss of various data packets. These data packets are sometimes lost by the time out approach and sometimes by the duplicated approach [3, 4]. As a consequence, the sending rate is decreased significantly by TCP. This slowing down is caused by the variations and adjustments in the congestion or obstruction window. Since, the TCP is designed on the assumption of wired networking approach; it becomes very difficult for TCP to perform efficiently in an Ad-hoc networking environment [6]. In order to overcome the problems associated with the usage of TCP in Ad-hoc networks, it requires various other technologies to be optimized for sound and efficient performance of transmission control protocol. The use of optimized technologies allows controlling the losses of data packets that arise during the use of TCP in Ad-hoc networks. WAN optimization techniques are proving to very helpful in overcoming these problems without any significant decrease in the overall performance of transmission control protocol in Ad-hoc networks [3].

2.1 Ad Hoc Networks and Challenges of TCP

It has been observed that the performance of TCP declines significantly in ad-hoc networking environment. This happens because of a number of issues that are associated with ad-hoc networks [4]. Among various problems that affect the performance of TCP, the major problems are discussed in the below section.

2.1.1 Lossy Channels

The main issue associated with the use of TCP in Ad-hoc networks is the occurrence of lossy channels. The major reason behind these lossy channels is the attenuation of signals [9]. This means that the intensity of the electromagnetic waves decreases at the receiver which ultimately leads small ratios of signal to noise. Another reason behind the lossy channels is due to a very well known effect known as the Doppler Effect. This effect refers to the variation in the relative velocities of the receiver and the transmitter [1]. Because of Doppler Effect, the frequencies of the signals vary or shift, hence the recording of signals becomes very difficult. Moreover, multipath fading also contributes to the occurrence of lossy channels. In this process, the path of the electromagnetic waves deviates and changes due to reflection and diffraction. This can cause the waves to reach the receiver through numerous paths, hence resulting in variations in amplitude and other important properties of the signals (8). All these processes lead to lossy channels which can severely degrade the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks.
2.1.2 Hidden and Exposed stations

Another problem faced by TCP in Ad-hoc networks is the presence of hidden and exposed channels [7]. It is due to the fact that Ad-hoc networks rely on various sensing mechanisms in order to detect the best channel for communication. However, one of the major problems associated with the use of these mechanisms is that it is not possible to adequately solve the issues of hidden and exposed stations [6]. Thus, the range of transmission of data packets cannot be determined accurately with these mechanisms.

2.1.3 Path asymmetry

TCP also faces the challenge of non uniformity of paths in Ad-hoc networking environment. The non uniformity of paths may occur in various forms such as non uniformity of bandwidths, non uniformity of loss rate and non uniformity of routes [3]. In case of non uniformity of bandwidths, the networks using satellites face problems in locating a symmetric bandwidth. This problem arises because of various technical factors such as mass, volume, etc. Hence, the use of return links is completely omitted which causes the problem to occur. Another form of non uniformity in Ad-hoc networks is the non uniformity of transmission and loss rates [4]. This factor ultimately leads to the bandwidth non uniformity in Ad-hoc networks. All of the above mentioned non uniformities contribute significantly to degrading the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks.

2.1.4 Loss Rate Asymmetry

Among various other non uniformities mentioned earlier, the non uniformity of loss rates also affects the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks [1]. The major reason behind the non uniformity of loss rates is that the backward path on some occasions becomes more lossy as compared to the forward path. This problem arises because of the fact that Ad-hoc networks are designed on the principle of dependency of packet losses on regional limitations [6]. It means that the packet losses differ at different locations. In some cases, the non uniformity of loss rates can also lead to the occurrence of non uniformity of bandwidths which further degrades the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks.

2.1.5 Route asymmetry

The non uniformity of routes also degrades the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks. In this category of non uniformity, the forward and the backward paths differ from each other. It means that the routes of TCP data and its acknowledgements vary from each other. This type of non uniformity usually arises because of the design of the protocol that is used for the purpose of routing [4, 9]. Moreover, the situation becomes more adverse when losses of data packets increases in case of movement from one location to another. The loss of data packets occur because movement from one location to another results in the variation of backward and forward routes, thus, degrading the overall performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks [9]. Nevertheless, in case of static networks where mobility is almost negligible, the loss of data packets is also very low. Therefore, extensive care is required in selecting the Ad-hoc networks with high mobility in order to maintain performance of TCP.

2.1.6 Power constraints

Another challenge that is faced by transmission control protocol in Ad-hoc networks is the constraints and limitations associated with the power capabilities of batteries in mobile devices with Ad-hoc networks. This problem is very critical in determining the performance of TCP as every node in the network has to perform two functions [7]. First of all, each node has to act as an end system and secondly, it has to serve the purpose of router too. Thus, additional power requirements arise in sending the data packets in both backward and forward direction. This makes the available power very scarce [6, 1]. So, transmission control protocol must use this scarce power in such a way that it does not affect the overall efficiency of the protocol.

The availability of scarce power in Ad-hoc networks is a very big challenge for TCP. Moreover, in Ad-hoc networks, the major problems associated with power are power saving and power control [5]. Power saving refers to use minimum power in the overall operations, whereas, power control means to ensure that all the nodes in the network are being provided with adequate amount of power [4, 8]. Therefore, it appears quite necessary to properly address these power problems in Ad-hoc networks in order to avoid any sort of degradation in the performance of TCP.

3 WAN OPTIMIZATION

WAN optimization refers to the adoption of techniques and methods which can enhance the efficiencies related to the transfer of data over a wide area network. In today’s digital world, the need of WAN optimization is growing quite rapidly
due to its large applications in various domains of technology. One of the greatest significance of WAN optimization is that it can increase the overall efficiency of TCP in Ad-hoc networks and remove various limitations that TCP has to deal with in an Ad-hoc networking environment [2, 5]. WAN optimization can enhance the performance of TCP is a number of ways such as fulfilling the requirements of bandwidths, optimizing the latency, dealing appropriately with bottlenecks, etc. Various studies have been conducted and are still in progress on the subject of WAN optimization and its significance [2]. The ultimate target of WAN optimization is to benefit both the commercial and public sectors.

WAN optimization helps in enhancing the end-to-end throughput of data in networks with transmission control protocol. However, the type of wide area network defines the optimization solutions to be implemented. The first type of WAN is branch to headquarter and the other one is Data Center to Data Center which is more commonly known as DC2DC WAN. In the first type of WAN there are small live connections, less bandwidths and various protocols available [2]. This type of WAN is most used for commercial and business purposes. On the other hand, in the later type of WAN, there are more bandwidths, large connections, and data migration and backup facility. TCP performance can be enhanced by optimizing any of the one type of WAN depending on the availability and compatibility. In the past, techniques and solutions were present for the optimization of branch to headquarter type of WAN [5]. However, in the recent years, techniques have been developed for optimizing the DC-2-DC type of WAN as well.

3.1 Role of WAN Optimization Solution to address the Performance Bottlenecks

The performance of transmission control protocol is affected quite negatively in an Ad-hoc networking environment. So it appears to be quite essential to maintain and enhance the efficiency of TCP in Ad-hoc networks. The limitations of TCP in Ad-hoc networks can be removed best by the implementation of WAN optimization solutions [8]. In today’s digital world, nom organization can survive and compete without WAN optimization. Thus it has become the focus of every organization to implement the WAN optimization solutions in order to overcome the limitations of TCP in Ad-hoc networks [9, 10]. WAN optimization solutions are basically integrated applications of networking strategies which can significantly increase the transfer of data over the network [4]. The performance of TCP can be enhanced in Ad-hoc networks by the implementation of various techniques and solutions which have been discussed below.

TCP performance can be improved significantly by the implementation of deduplication technique. It is a method of WAN optimization in which the transfer of unnecessary data across the network is completely eradicated. In this way, all the relevant data is saved from being ignored and overall efficiency of TCP also increases [9]. Another important technique is the compression method. This technique refers to compressing and minimizing the size of the data files that are transferred across the network. It helps to accelerate the rate of data transfer and saving the precious time that would have been otherwise consumed. Moreover, the performance of TCP can also be increased remarkably by the optimizing the latency [4]. This technique involves the filtration of TCP which can be achieved by scaling of the window size, picking up appropriate acknowledgements, controlling the obstructions or congestions, re locating the application in the vicinity of the end user, etc. All these techniques assist in optimizing the latency [10]. In some cases, the latency can also be optimized by the implementation of various mechanisms which reduce the WAN latency.

Furthermore, caching is also a good technique of optimization. It involves approaching the same data again and again [8]. In addition, the technique of correcting errors is also a useful tool. It helps in providing the substitute data packets for the data packets that have been lost during the transmission over the network. More so, controlling the traffic of data also increases the overall efficiency. It involves controlling each type of data for every different application [8, 10]. It helps in avoiding any application from dominating any other application in the network. This type of WAN technique can be attained by the use of various devices available for accelerating WAN [10]. Another important strategy can be equalizing and setting priorities for every individual type of data. Moreover, limiting the connections is also an important tool for optimizing WAN which ultimately enhances the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks. Likewise, predefining and setting simple rate limits can also enhance the performance of TCP in Ad-hoc networks [4]. This can be achieved by allowing only a fix amount of data to be delivered to any individual user in the network.
3.2 Pros and Cons of Contemporary WAN Optimization Technologies

Current WAN optimization technologies have numerous advantages as compared to the disadvantages. First of all, these technologies enable much faster accessibility to the data files [2]. This is possible because of the use of caching technique which allows the same files to be accessed again without reloading and hence significant amount of time is saved. Secondly, these technologies have eliminated the limitation of location of the users [5]. Any user can transfer and access the data at very high speeds irrespective of locations. Moreover, allocation of bandwidths to more critical applications has become possible which enhances the overall performance. In addition, these technologies have also enabled backup and recovery of data files much easier and convenient. Likewise, latency optimization allows the maximum use of bandwidths which increases the overall efficiency [5]. These technologies reduce the costs associated with bandwidths and software, thus the overall costs also decrease significantly.

One of the major disadvantages of implementing WAN optimization techniques is that monitoring of both the ends becomes necessary. Every individual site needs an optimizing technique which can increase the costs. In addition, management becomes more complicated because of more hardware involved [2, 5]. Moreover, variations in processing power and throughput can also require a lot of machines to be installed on an individual host. Therefore, the ultimate objective of increasing the overall efficiency might not be achieved because of the presence of numerous machines on a single host.

3.3 Significance of AD-Hoc Networks by End Users in accessing Cloud based Services

In today’s digital world, cloud based services have revolutionized the methods of sharing computing resources. This technology has eliminated the need to handle various applications on smart devices, thus making the mobile and smart devices more reliable [11]. The computing features of smart devices have enabled the creation of networks based on cloud technology. However, sometimes it is not possible for smart devices to create such networks and organize them [12]. This limitation can be overcome by the use of Ad-hoc networks in accessing various cloud based services such as Office 365, Amazon cloud, etc. The ad-hoc network can be created spontaneously at any time in order to access these services.

Ad-hoc network enables the utilization of cloud technology in such a way that helps to make full use of various resources that are untapped. Moreover, these resources can be utilized from the hardware that is usually not dedicated [11, 12]. The use of Ad-hoc networks in accessing cloud based services can enable various organizations to reduce the overall costs of cloud computing technology. Furthermore, a large number of cloud based services can be accessed by the end users with the use of Ad-hoc networks as compared to the conventional cloud network with no Ad-hoc network [11]. In addition, the use of Ad-hoc networks in cloud technology can also reduce the overall expenditure of energy.

4 CONCLUSION

It can be concluded from the above discussion that TCP performance degrades in Ad-hoc networks due to several reasons including lossy channels, path asymmetry, hidden and exposed stations, network partitions, power constraints and route failures. Nevertheless, WAN optimization solutions assist in overcoming the limitations of TCP performance in Ad-hoc networks. Besides, Ad-hoc networks are also beneficial for end users in accessing various cloud based services.
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